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PortableOS is small and easy to
use launcher for Operating

systems (Linux / DOS / BSD.)
All you must to do is only
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choose OS and program will
download it and run it in QEMU.

Program have a database of
Operating Systems but also you

can simple add your OS to
database. OS Launcher

(formerly PortableOS) Features:
Operating system for virtual
machine Unified operation

environment (Windows, Linux,
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DOS and BSD) Easy to use Easy
to add any OS in database Add
Operating systems list Detects

and uses correct emulator
according to OS. Operating
systems for virtual machine:

Linux, Windows, DOS and BSD
List of supported operating

systems: Linux, Windows, DOS
and BSD PortableOS - Linux,
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Windows, DOS and BSD A: It
looks like the Windows-

compatible version of QEMU
comes with a Windows-only

emulator called "QEMU/Win"
(and a Unix emulator called

"QEMU/Linux"): It is available
from here. A: Quick answer: No.
The QEMU project has a handy

list of emulators here. (If you
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scroll down you'll see all of the
possibilities that QEMU

supports; as far as I know no
emulators are currently capable

of running Windows executables
directly). Detailed answer: The

authors are explicitly not
working on porting Windows to
QEMU. Windows is not even

mentioned in the "Roadmap" or
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the last few issues of the QEMU
mailing list. However, the

answer to the related question of
"Can QEMU emulate a virtual
Windows machine?", is yes.
According to the mailing list,
they can support a specific
Windows virtual machine
emulator called WinVM.

However, they are not making
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any guarantees about full
compatibility. Note: QEMU uses
a virtual machine format called

qcow2, and a generic format
called raw. The Windows virtual
machine emulator, WinVM, uses
the qcow2 format. Windows has

been supported in the qcow2
format since the 1.0.0 release.
See this QEMU mailing list
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thread for more details on the
compatibility between these

formats. Debbie Wren Debbie
Wren is an Australian author and
psychotherapist who has written

fifteen books, including over
200 articles and essays on mental
health and psychiatry. She was a

lecturer in Psychiatry at

OS Launcher (formerly PortableOS)
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Official Site Screenshots Video
Tutorial A: From Google:

Launcher of DosBox Dosbox is a
program that allows you to play

the operating systems of the
DOS series on a modern

platform (PC, Mac, Linux,...)
Windows Demo Version

Launcher for Operating Systems
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(Linux / DOS / BSD.) All you
must to do is only choose OS and

program will download it and
run it in QEMU. Program have a
database of Operating Systems

but also you can simple add your
OS to database. Official Site

Screenshots Video Tutorial A:
After a long time I had the same
question and I'm very thankful
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for this solution. If you don't
have experience with GIT, this
might help you too: The idea is
to download the necessary tools,

and create your own repo. To
know what you need to

download: Download GIT from
Download and Install

TortoiseGit from That's it!
You're good to go! Go to and
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create a new project. I called
mine "GitRepo". Enter a name
for your project and select the

Git repo type. The default
project type is simple, that is all
you need. You can now enter the
details (url, organization name,

etc..). I like to create a new
project because I create a new

branch to test the first git
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commands. At the end click on
Next and Finish. You can now
click on the Finish button and

you will be ready to go with the
download. Your directory will

look like this. cd GitRepo git init
git add. git commit -m "Initial
commit" Now that you have

started GIT, you need to make
sure that you have installed
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TortoiseGit on your windows
computer. To do that, download

and install TortoiseGit. The
reason I say to make sure that

you install TortoiseGit is because
this is where the idea of a "Git
repo" came from. Git uses Git

Repositories (which is basically
the folder containing the code

and config for your repository).
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So if you don't have TortoiseGit,
you will not be able to use GIT.

Once 80eaf3aba8
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OS Launcher (formerly PortableOS) Free

The PortableOS is a free and
open-source launcher that allows
you to run any software in a
virtual machine without having
to install it. It supports many
operating systems including
Linux, Windows, DOS, macOS,
AmigaOS and many more. The
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PortableOS is small and easy to
use launcher for Operating
systems (Linux / DOS / BSD.)
All you must to do is only
choose OS and program will
download it and run it in QEMU.
Program have a database of
Operating Systems but also you
can simple add your OS to
database. Features Download
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and run binary executable
programs. Run any software in a
virtual machine without having
to install it. Small and easy to
use launcher. Platforms: Linux,
Windows, macOS, DOS, BSD.
GUI and CLI interface. Option
to use your own drive. Run
simple programs to OS. Instant
updates. Supports Linux,
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Windows, macOS, AmigaOS,
BSD and much more. Easy to
use for beginners. Supports
UEFI OS. Includes PortableOS,
PortableDOS, PortableLinux,
PortableWin, PortableMac and
many more. Optional Disable
temporary security warning.
Make PortableOS read
CD/DVD. Supports UEFI OS.
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Option to copy any files. Option
to select network location to
download new programs. Option
to add games and visual
programs. Option to search for
programs in database. Option to
download executable, portable or
installable. Option to choose
destination OS in New-OS
wizard. Option to remove
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installed programs. Option to
choose destination drive in New-
OS wizard. Option to choose all
installed programs in Installed
Programs. Option to choose all
programs in Applications.
Option to add programs to
Applications. Option to rename
program in Applications. Option
to move programs to
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Applications. Option to remove
programs from Applications.
Option to open terminal. Option
to check availability of network
connection. Option to check
system information. Option to
check antivirus program. Option
to run program as administrator.
Option to open Quick Search
Box. Option to configure
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PortableOS. Option to configure
PortableDOS. Programs Install.
Extract. GUI PortableG
PortableLinux PortableWin
PortableOS PortableMac
Portable

What's New in the?

"PortableOS is a tiny launcher
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for Operating systems."
Requirements: Runs on
Windows, Linux and other
Unix/Linux/BSD platforms that
have qemu installed. Supported
Operating Systems: Linux:
Alpine, Debian, Fedora, Ubuntu,
Debian 10, Ubuntu 16.04,
Ubuntu 20.04, Ubuntu 20.10,
Ubuntu 20.11, Fedora 25,
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Fedora 26, RedHat, CentOS. All
of the newer versions of Ubuntu
come with qemu installed. OSX:
Mac 10.10, Mac 10.11, Mac
10.12, Mac 10.13, Mac 10.14,
Mac 10.15, Mac 10.16, Mac
10.17, Mac 10.18, Mac 10.19,
Mac 10.20, Mac 10.21, Mac
10.22, Mac 10.23. Version 0.2.1:
Version 0.2.1 brings major
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enhancements to QEMU,
including Windows support, a
new Windows Simulator, and
improvements to the graphical
user interface. Special features:
Help/F1: Interactive Help A list
of the commands of each
program is available in the help
window. Search for an
executable program: A search
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box is available, which allows
you to find a program using the
full name, its description, or its
extension. The search box is
implemented using the Google
Chrome engine, so the search
will be fast and use Google's
index. Pinned programs: The
pinned programs are programs
that have been added to the list.
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You can remove an installed
program from the list by
selecting the program and
clicking the button "remove
pinned program." List of
supported OSs Source code:
Available here. Related projects:
Other popular portable
launchers: [PenDriveLauncher]
[PenDriveLauncher Lite]
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[Nanopackage] [CrackSpace]
[ODT] [ODT Basic]
[Bluestacks] [QEMU]
[DOSBox] [Mupen64Plus]
[PPSSPP] [WineBottler]
[Oddysee] [XBMC] [Mozilla]
[Mozilla Pocket] [Mozilla Mini]
[Mozilla Free] [Nabu] [SRWare]
[DRMprotect] [AlienNTS]
[OSrtv] [GOGs] [PlayOnLinux]
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[SMPlayer] [S6E] [Galaki]
[Kodi] [PortableApps]
[LumaLauncher] [BackupBoss]
[Cidar] [RunOxygen] [
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 (32-bit) or newer
1GB of RAM 1GHz processor
or faster 1024x768 display
DirectX 11 (x64 edition) or
newer Minimum Requirements:
DirectX 11 (x86 edition) or
newer Recommended
Requirements: 2GB of RAM
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2GHz processor
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